Referencing Images

APA (6th ed.)

A Reference list...

APA 6th does NOT provide specific rules or examples for citing images
- It includes images in its rules for Figures or Tables
- Figures include graphs, charts, maps, drawings, photographs etc

Examples (from AUT Libguides):

Note: these examples are for when you refer to an image in your essay but do not include a copy of it

Image from a book

Reference list entry:

In text citation:
...the painting "Mona Lisa" (Gombrich 1995, p. 203).

Image from a journal or magazine

Reference list entry:

In text citation:
... in the installation "Talking about the Weather"...(Randerson, 2007, p. 446).

Images online referred to in text

The examples below are for entries in the reference list
I.e. You only refer to the image in your writing and you don't include a copy of it. Follow the usual format for the in-text reference


Many images found online have few details, but always check extra information by:
- clicking on the image
- looking at the bottom of the image
- looking at the URL

Figures/images reproduced in text - Examples


Figure 2. Pencil drawing of face highlighting proportion and shading. [Untitled drawing]. Retrieved from http://www.theaccidentalartist.com/content/drawing/drawing-faces-beginners

Figures/images reproduced in text - Explained

Figures Reproduced in Text
(includes photos, illustrations etc)

Caption
- concise explanation of the figure; i.e. a brief but descriptive phrase, place it below the figure
- do not include a title on top as well - the caption is your title
- include copyright information and permission

Rules Explained
- **Format your caption** as above, using italics for Figure, sequential numbering, a clear description. Include copyright information
- **Refer to the figure** in the text of your writing (NB: not italics, but with capital F) E.g. "In Figure 1..."
- Obtain written **copyright permission** from the copyright holder if your work is a thesis or dissertation
- **Give credit** to the holder under the caption (NB: names of computer software are not in italics)

Use this format for a journal article:

From (or adapted from) "Title of Article," by A. B. Author and C. Author, year, *Title of Journal, Volume*, p. xx-xxx. Copyright year by Name of Copyright Holder. Reprinted (or adapted) with permission.

- If you have **not gained copyright permission** don’t include the words: Reprinted with permission or Adapted with permission

- **List all figures’ captions** on a separate page under the heading Figures i.e. as well as putting a caption under each figure, also put the full list on a page separate from your pages for References and for Contents (if used).
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